Preface

SENTA is an annual seminar on marine technology, organized by the Faculty of Marine Technology, Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS), Surabaya, Indonesia. Initially, SENTA was a national seminar, the first being organized in 2001, but since 2016 it becomes an international seminar as a response to the need of ITS to be an internationally reputable research institute and as a support in positioning Indonesia as a global maritime axis.

As part of the vision of ITS, marine technology takes a prominent place among most outstanding research fields of the institute. By having this seminar and gathering research institutions, industries and academicians, it is expected that new ideas and concepts can be conceived and developed for the future of marine technology.

Indonesia, particularly, where two-third of its territory is water, depends heavily on marine transportation for domestic and international trade. It is therefore of great importance for the country to master state-of-the-art marine technology, which accompanied by other essential knowledges, can be utilized to manage the marine natural resources sustainably.

This proceeding documents selected, peer-reviewed manuscripts which were presented at SENTA 2016 held in Surabaya, Indonesia, on 15-16 December 2016. The topics cover coastal and natural resources management, marine energy development and exploration, marine transportation and logistics, marine machinery and system, ship design, construction, production and recycling as well as offshore structures.

The seminar would not have run successfully without the support of various parties. First, we would like to convey our sincere gratitude to the Rector and Senior Officers of ITS for their continuous support and advices. Furthermore, thanks are due to the keynote speakers, invited speakers, authors and presenters. Finally, we are indebted to the reviewers and the International Scientific Committee for their invaluable contributions.

We hope this book can be of great value for researchers, academicians and engineers in the field of marine technology and can contribute to a sustainable marine technology development.
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